
Hooke� o� Heel�
Do you yearn to be drawn to shoes every time you go shopping? Do you lust after the shiny,
patent leather pumps that your adorable friends are wearing and wish that you could have a pair
for yourself? Maybe you find yourself fantasizing about walking around in the newest, trendiest
heels? Sometimes, it’s not about comfort, but about style and having the fanciest, most
fashionable, and cutest-looking feet. High heels can make your legs look longer, leaner, and
sexier. And as a future shoe addict, you wouldn’t possibly fathom choosing your favorite pair
because they are all wonderful and perfect. High heels, pumps, and stilettos are your
obsession, and rightly so, because shoes are totally cute and to die for!

Hooked on Heels fuels the fire of your shoe obsession by reminding you to always check for this
season's hottest styles and finding it increasingly difficult to pass by a shoe store without going
inside and trying absolutely everything on. Grow your collection of fancy footwear and feel
comfortable knowing you’ve got the perfect complement for each and every outfit and occasion.
You’ll be happily buried under a mountain of shoe boxes and become the envy of every
fashionable person that sees you in no time.

Listen now and clear some space in the walk-in because you are going to need it for all the
seductive closet candy you are about to buy. Wearing heels naturally brings your confidence
and through that confidence you know that you can achieve anything.

✧ Confident, seductive, and sexy whenever I wear my favorite, trendy high heels.
✧ Knowing that my hunky date will want fuck me more whenever I wear my prettiest

pumps.
✧ Feeling comfortable and confident and energized whenever I wear my high heels.
✧ Looking at cute, fashionable shoes online in my free time.
✧ Entering every shoe store I see to browse for the perfect pair of shoes.
✧ Feeling underdressed and uncomfortable whenever I do not wear my pretty heels.
✧ Buying multiple pairs of my favorite sexy shoes in different colors to match all of my

adorable outfits.
✧ Intuitively knowing I am powerful and beautiful and confident whenever I wear my

attractive, feminine heels.
✧ Feeling uncomfortable and vulnerable and gross whenever I am not in my girly shoes.
✧ Fantasizing about receiving compliments from hunky strangers and fashionable girls on

my cute shoes.
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✧ Feeling aroused and excited whenever I slip on a pair of my favorite stilettos.
✧ Fantasizing about my hunky lover fucking me in my sexy, feminine heels.
✧ Needing to own each and every style of feminine shoe in order to feel happy and fulfilled

and confident.
✧ Keeping up to date on sexy and fashionable and trendy new styles.
✧ Knowing that wearing sexy high heels accentuates my luscious, feminine curves and

long, shapely, legs.
✧ Swaying my hips seductively when I walk in my heels.
✧ Fantasizing about all of the sexy strangers I am arousing whenever I walk by in my

beautiful, feminine, pumps.
✧ Remembering that I am unconfident and unwanted and empty whenever I am not

wearing heels.
✧ Fantasizing about going shoe shopping with my girly, adorable best friends.
✧ Completely aroused whenever I wear my cutest outfit with my favorite high heeled

pumps.
✧ Fantasizing about being beautiful and feminine in my girly high heels.
✧ Preferring to wear heels whenever I leave my home.
✧ Intuitively knowing that the perfect shoes will elevate any trendy outfit I may wear.
✧ Practicing my seductive walk whenever I am alone.
✧ Feeling desirable and sexy and feminine whenever I am wearing a tight skirt and heels.
✧ Always trying on multiple pairs of shoes whenever I go shopping.
✧ Fantasizing about having an entire closet full of gorgeous and shiny and fashionable

shoes.
✧ Feeling proud to show off my sexy, shapely, long, legs in my beautiful stiletto heels.
✧ Idolizing the beautiful and tall and fashionable runway models in their new and trendy

and stylish shoes.
✧ Fantasizing about getting my toenails painted at the salon to match the color of my

favorite adorable shoes.
✧ Feeling proud and accomplished and excited whenever I acquire a new pair of shoes.
✧ Knowing I am loved and secure and happy whenever I buy feminine shoes.
✧ Knowing that wearing sparkly high heels will make me look cute and feminine and

stylish.
✧ Fantasizing about owning multiple pairs of beautiful, expensive, designer, shoes.
✧ Feeling relaxed and safe whenever I am shoe shopping with my adorable friends.
✧ Always having the perfect pair of shoes for each and every outfit.
✧ Knowing that wearing sexy and eye-catching shoes will seduce hunky strangers into

fucking me.
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✧ Intuitively knowing that my sexy body is enhanced by my pretty heels.
✧ Knowing I look alluring and dramatic and perfect in my stiletto heels.
✧ Craving the attention I receive from sexy strangers staring at my ass whenever I am

wearing my pretty heels.
✧ Knowing that I am stunning and beautiful and confident whenever I wear my most

feminine pumps.
✧ Always showing off my adorable heels by crossing my legs whenever I am sitting down.
✧ Imitating the elegant women that I love to idolize by wearing timeless and beautiful and

delicate shoes.
✧ Wearing bold shoes to attract the sexy strangers I love to seduce.
✧ Having the perfect pair of girly heels for each and every occasion.
✧ Knowing my dominant lovers will be aroused whenever I walk seductively while I sway

my hips in my beautiful stiletto heels.
✧ Wearing heels to feel confident and admired and fuckable.
✧ Buying each and every cute pair of shoes I see online.
✧ Fantasizing about having multiple pairs of designer shoes for each and every occasion.
✧ Remembering to accentuate my curvy body by crossing my legs while wearing my high

heeled shoes.
✧ Feeling excited and sexy whenever I buy stockings and pantyhose.
✧ Remembering to wear sexy lingerie to match my shoes and complete my beautiful

outfits.
✧ Fantasizing about wrapping my long legs around my lover while I am fucked in my high

heels.
✧ Buying every pair of sparkly, cute, high heeled shoes that I see in stores.
✧ Remembering that I look attractive and fuckable whenever I am wearing my prettiest

shoes.
✧ Fantasizing about being the envy of every trendy girl whenever I am wearing my favorite

pair of heels.
✧ Feeling like a cute and dainty teenage girl in my little, pink pumps.
✧ Fantasizing about fucking my hunky lover in my sexiest stockings and heels.
✧ Knowing my sexy lover will only be attracted to me in my highest heels.
✧ Idolizing the way that beautiful runway models walk whenever they are wearing new and

trendy heels.
✧ Imitating the sexy and gorgeous and confident women that I love to idolize by wearing

cute shoes.
✧ Aware that I am energized, proud, and authoritative whenever I walk in my adorable

heels.
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✧ Knowing my friends and family will gossip about how gross and manly I am if I do not
wear my cute pumps and feminine heels each and every day.

✧ Feeling mascuine and unconfident and alone whenever I am forced to wear gross,
unfashionable, and boyish sneakers.

✧ Practicing my elegant, feminine, high heeled walk in front of the mirror by taking small
steps and swaying my hips provocatively.

✧ Comfortable and relaxed whenever I do chores in my newest pair of feminine shoes.
✧ Needing to prance around in my pretty pumps to feel confident and loved.
✧ Knowing I am small, uncomfortable and vulnerable whenever I am not in beautiful ladies

footwear.
✧ Fantasizing about how dainty and cute and small my girly heels make my feet look.
✧ Intuitively knowing that every outfit needs the perfect pair of feminine shoes to

accompany it.
✧ Knowing my ideal wardrobe is not complete without multiple pairs of adorable,

fashionable, girly shoes.
✧ Awkward and distressed whenever I am forced to wear clunky, unattractive, men’s

shoes.
✧ Fantasizing about slipping into silky, delicate, soft pantyhose that match my cute stiletto

heels.
✧ Feeling powerful and seductive and confident whenever I am wearing my favorite stiletto

heels.
✧ Fantasizing about impressing every sexy stranger whenever I walk by in my elegant and

trendy pumps.
✧ Preferring to wear heels instead of boring, gross, flat shoes.
✧ Preferring to walk in cute, feminine shoes whenever I go out on dates with the dominant

hunks I love to seduce.
✧ Fantasizing about having a large collection of all the trendiest and most popular styles of

shoes.
✧ Proud whenever my adorable friends compliment my taste in girly footwear.
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